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I. Introduction. In the usual study of the discretization error resulting from

approximating boundary problems for elliptic equations by finite difference methods

the maximum principle plays a central role. In 1930 S. Gerschgorin [11] gave a

method for estimating the order of convergence of the solution to a certain class of

finite difference analogues to the solution of the Dirichlet problem for elliptic equa-

tions. The matrix of the resulting system of simultaneous linear equations belongs

to a special class for which one can easily prove that the inverse exists and has only

non-negative elements. Interpreted in the language of analysis this means that the

finite difference Green's function shares the property of non-negativity with its

continuous counterpart.

Armed with this knowledge the final step in relating the discretization error

(the difference between the solutions of the continuous and discrete problems) to

the local truncation error (the error produced in approximating the differential

equation in the region R and boundary conditions on the boundary C) now only

involves bounding the maximum row sum of the inverse matrix. This can be accom-

plished easily, either directly or by using a function which bounds the corresponding

integrals in the continuous problem. The bound thus produced is independent of

the mesh size, h. In fact, using this approach, we are able to isolate the contribution

to the discretization error arising from the local truncation error in different parts

of the region. In particular it can be shown that under certain conditions if one de-

sires the discretization error to be 0(h") then it is sufficient that the local trunca-

tion error be

(a) 0(h") in the interior of the region R,

(b) 0(hn) on the boundary C,

(c) 0(Ä"_1) at points in R adjacent to d (that portion of C where a mixed or

Neumann condition is given),

(d) 0(hn~2) at points in R adjacent to C2 (that portion of C where Dirichlet

data are given).

A discussion of these questions for the Dirichlet problem for Poisson's equation

can be found in Bramble and Hubbard [3].

As was mentioned earlier the matrix of the finite difference analogue formulated

by S. Gerschgorin belongs to a special class. In particular it is of "positive type"

and thus is easily shown to possess a non-negative inverse. Matrices which arise

very naturally in connection with elliptic boundary value problems may or may

not be of positive type. The main purpose of this paper is to show that in many of

these cases it is possible to prove that the inverse matrix exists and is non-negative
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even though the matrices are not of positive type. In each case we then derive the

associated error estimates.

In Section 2 certain known theorems on monotone matrices are presented to lay

the groundwork for two new theorems, 2.6 and 2.7, which give sufficient conditions

for monotonicity. Theorem 2.6 in fact gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a

matrix to be monotone.

The remaining sections give applications of Theorem 2.7 to estimates of the

order of convergence of the solution of certain finite difference problems to the

solutions of various elliptic boundary value problems. In each case the matrix of

the resulting linear system violates the sufficient conditions for monotonicity given

in the classical theorems.

In Section 3 an 0(hl) finite difference analogue of the Dirichlet problem for

Poisson's equation in a rectangle is given. The finite difference Laplace operator is

the nine point cross. The usual five point 0(h ) operator is used near the boundary,

yet the discretization error is shown to be 0(h ). In Section 4 the results of Section

3 are extended to general regions. In Section 5 a very high order (0(h )) approxi-

mation for the rectangle is given where the finite différence Laplace operator is a

thirteen point 0(h10) operator.

Finally we conclude with an application of Theorem 2.7 to the "seemingly most

natural" finite difference analogue of the Dirichlet problem for the elliptic operator

Uxx    i     U xy    \     U yy '

For a futher introduction to this problem cf. Forsythe and Wasow  [10]  and

the references contained therein.

II. Matrix Preliminaries. As a prelude to the study of the discretization error

we shall classify the matrices involved and discuss their properties.

It is well known that if v(x, y) is a sufficiently smooth function for which — Av ^

0 in R and v ^ 0 on C then v ^ 0 in R also. This property of the Laplace operator

is sometimes called the "maximum principle." Since this is true in the limiting case,

we should expect that for sufficiently small mesh size our finite difference analogue

would possess the same property.

Definition 2.1. A matrix A is said to be "monotone" if Ax ^ 0 implies x ^ 0

for any vector x. (The inequality is understood to be element-wise.)

Another characterization of monotone matrices is given by the following well-

known theorem, cf. Collatz [8].

Theorem 2A. A is monotone if and only if A is non-singular and A-1 2: 0 (i.e.

each element of A~l is non-negative).

This property of monotone matrices corresponds to the non-negativity of the

Green's function in the continuous problem. It is not easy, in general, to discover by

inspection that a given matrix A is monotone, although this is a property which is

useful in studying the order of convergence. However, many common finite differ-

ence analogues do belong to the following easily identifiable subclass of monotone

matrices.

Definition 2.2. An N X N matrix B with elements &,•> is said to be of "positive

type" if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(a) ha ^ 0,       i 9e j

(2.1) (b) £ bjk è 0 for allj, with £ bjk > 0 for; 6 J(B) * 0,
k k

(c) for i £ </(B) there exists a finite sequence of non-zero ele-

ments of the form bikl , bk¡k2 , ■ ■ ■ , bhrJ- where j £ J(5).

Such a sequence is called a "connection" in B from ¿ to

J(B).

Theorem 2.2. // B is of positive type, then B is monotone.

This theorem has been proved for classes of matrices closely related to those of

positive type cf. L. Collatz [8, p. 45], and for this case in [6].

A particular subclass of matrices of positive type are the Minkowski matrices

considered by Ostrowski [15], [16], and [17]. A positive type matrix is a Minkowski

matrix if J{B) = {1, 2, ■ • • , À7}. Ostrowski also defines an intermediate class of

matrices between those of positive type and those which are monotone, which he

calls "M-matrices."

Definition 2.3. A monotone matrix B is an M-matrix if

(2.2) baff ^  0, a 5¿ ß.

This implies baa > 0, since if baa ^ 0 for some a then 1 = XIj baj{b~l)ja ^ 0.

Theorem 2.3 (Ostrowski). Let B satisfy (2.2); then B is an M-matrix if and

only if all of the principle minors of B are positive.

Theorem 2.4 (Ostrowski). Let B satisfy (2.2); then B is an M-matrix if there

exists a vector iH such that Ax > 0.

We see from the above theorems, particularly the latter, that M -matrices form a

somewhat more easily identified class of monotone matrices. The following theorem

of Ostrowski, is of particular interest in this connection.

Theorem 2.5. An M-matrix B is characterized by the property (2.2) and the exist-

ence of a positive diagonal matrix D such that D~ BD is a Minkowski matrix.

The monotone matrices which arise in certain finite difference analogues to

elliptic boundary value problems are M-matrices (in most of these cases they are

even of positive type). However, a wide class of otherwise acceptable finite dif-

ference analogues do not fit in this category. For example, the five point 0(h4)

approximation to Uxx violates the condition (2.2) since the coefficients alternate in

sign. In general, those finite difference analogues with higher order local truncation

error will not be M-matrices. From the heuristic argument given above, we might

expect them to lead to monotone matrices, at least for sufficiently small mesh size.

That this is indeed the case for a broad class, which includes positive type matrices,

is the main point of our discussion.

The following generalization of Theorem 2.5 gives a characterization of the en-

tire class of monotone matrices.

Theorem 2.6. B is a monotone matrix if and only if there exist non-negative mat-

rices Pi and Pi such that PiBP^ is of positive type.

For a proof of this theorem cf. Bramble and Hubbard [6]. This theorem was

applied in that paper to yield higher order estimates for a finite différence analogue

to the one-dimensional boundary value problem based on the 0(h4), five-point

approximation to d2/dx2. The approach used there was analytical in nature, using
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the properties of the Green's function in the continuous problem. In this paper

we take an entirely algebraic approach which seems to be both simpler and to yield

sharper results.

We note first that if B admits the factorization B   = Bi'B2.Br where

Bi, i = 1, • • • , r, are M-matrices then B is monotone. The following theorem

suggests a factorization into M -matrices, which applies to the matrices of

many common finite difference analogues of elliptic boundary value problems

which are not themselves M-matrices.

Theorem 2.7. Let B have unit diagonal with ^j ba = 0> J(B) 7a 0. Let B

be written as the matrix sum B = I — H1 — H¡ where

(a) (Ht)aa = 0,

(2.3) (b) I — Hi is of positive type,

(c) (/ - HiT'H, è 0,

(d) for each k $ J{B) there exists a "connection" in Hi from

kto J(B).

Then the factorization

(2.4) B = (/ - Hi)[I - (I - HiT'H,}

is such that each factor on the right is of positive type and hence B is monotone.

Proof. Since I — Hi is of positive type it is an M-matrix. Hence by Theorem

2.5 there exists a diagonal matrix D with positive diagonal elements such that

/ - D~lHiD is a Minkowski matrix. Thus p{Hx) = piD^HiD) < 1. Hence the

Neumann expansion converges; i.e.

(2.5) (/ - Hi)'1 = I + Hi + (Hi)2 + ■■■ .

We now show that

(2.6) [/-(/- HiT'Hi] = (I - Hi)-'B

is a Minkowski matrix. By assumption, (2.2) is satisfied. It remains to be shown

that the row sums of (/ — Hi)~¡B are positive. If i £ J(B) we see from the first

term on the right side of (2.5) that the corresponding row sum is positive. On the

other hand, if i $ J(B) then by (2.3d) there is an integer r and an element in

(HiY with; € J(B) such that

(2.7) (Hi)ikl.{Hi)klki.(Hi)krj>0.

Hence

D [(Hi)rB]ik = £ (Hi)u [£ Blk] ̂  (Hiyii[T,Bik\ > 0.
* l k k

Now from (2.5) we see that the row sum of (2.6) corresponding to any row i $ J(B)

is positive. Thus B is the product of two matrices of positive type and is therefore

monotone.

HI. Dirichlet Problem for Poisson's Equation in a Rectangle, e = 0(/i4). For

simplicity assume that ß is a rectangle in two dimensions, with a square mesh
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q-Cl

x-Ch**

Figure 1

(size h) which fits R exactly. The necessary modifications which yield the corre-

sponding estimate for the discretization error for general regions are treated sepa-

rately in the next section. Consider the Dirichlet problem for Poisson's equation

for the region R :

(3.1)
fd2u      d u\

\dx2      dy2/
■ f       in R,        u = g in C.

Let the points of Rh , Ch , Ch be as indicated in Figure 1. We wish to formulate a

finite difference analogue of (3.1) in such a manner that the discretization error is

0(/i4). We shall follow the general rules laid down in the introduction. For (x, y) £

C** let

(3.2)
AhV(x, y) m h~2{V(x + h, y) + V(x - h, y)

+ V(x, y + h) + V(x, y -h) - iV(x, y)\.

Clearly if u(x, y) 6 C6 in R + C then

(3.3) [Ahu(x, y) - Au(x, y)] = 0(h2).

For (£, n) € Rh let

AA7(S, ,) =/T2{-iW(£ + 2A, v)

(3.4) + VU - 2Ä, „) + V(t, v + 2A) + V(t, v - 2h)]

+ UVa + h, v) + Va - h, ,) + Vit, n + h) + Vit, v - h)]

-5Va,v)\.
Again we have

(3.5) [A„uit, v) - A«(f, r,)] = 0(/i4).

The difference operator defined in (3.4) is seen to be the nine point "cross" which

clearly violates the sign condition (2.2) and hence the resulting matrix will not be

an M-matrix. A different 0(h4) approximation is the nine point "box" operator

which does satisfy (2.2) and has been considered previously [3]. The finite difference

analogue of (3.1) is then given by

(3.6)   -AhV(p) =fip),        P^Rh + Ch V(p) = flf(p),       v e ch.
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Let Ä be the matrix of the system (3.6). Define A = DÄ where D is the diagonal

matrix defined by

'l, « € Ch ,

(3.7) daa = \h2ß,      aec,**,

h2/5,        a d Rh .

The matrix A has unit diagonal. The operator at the points (x, y) and it, r¡) then

has the coefficients given in Figure 2.

Because of the difficulty of visualizing the matrix A arising from the two dimen-

sional problem we shall use the set of mesh points instead. A row of A corresponds

to a point (like (x, y) or it, r¡) in Figure 2) with which the finite difference operator

is associated. The columns of A represent the points which are involved in the finite

difference operator. For example the element g^ will appear in the row associated

with it, y), and columns corresponding to it ± 2A, ?j), it, r¡ ± 2A).

Lemma 3.1. A is a monotone matrix.

Proof. We shall decompose A = I — Hi — Hi and apply Theorem 2.7. Let Hi be

the matrix with zero rows corresponding to points of Ch and patterns at typical

points (x, y) 6 C** and it, v) £ Rh where 0 ¿ í, í S | and are otherwise arbi-

trary (Figure 3). The set JiA) corresponds to points of Ch and clearly any point

of Rh + Ch*  is connected to Ch through elements of Hi. I — Hi is clearly of posi-

— (i + e'o)

(x, y + h)

-i i -i à  -a + à)      i       -a + iV) a

(x - h, y) (x, y) (x + h, y) ({, 17)

"(ï + t'o)

(x, y - h)

Figure 2

0

(i - i) (i  -  ¿)

(i - i)     o     o - i)       0 a - a     0     a -e)o

(*, y) (1, v)

(I   -   ¡0 (i   -   e)

0

Figure 3
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tive type. The matrix H2 is represented by the patterns, shown in Figure 4, at points

ix, y) e Ci** and it, 17) £ Rh.

0

(x,y)

i

(«'„ + e)

■A    (& + «)        0        (A + c)

(A + *>

KuiiiiK 4

We need only verify that (/ - HJ^Hz ^ 0. Now

(3.8) (/ - HiTlH2 = H2 + HiH2 + Ht2H2 + • • ■ .

Let us examine this series term by term. The negative terms in H2 are —¿a and

arise for example from a connection in H2 from it, r¡) to it + 2A, 77) (Figure 5) or if

it + Kv) 6 Ch* (Figure 6). We wish to determine e, « so that the indicated element

in HiH2 is larger than gV, i.e.

(3.9)
(i-e)iâ eV.

Figure 5

(Cfl) (€+M      (£+2M
Figure 6
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Let e = -¿o and e = | and we see that the inequality is satisfied. Hence the negative

elements in H2 are cancelled out by terms in HiH2. Similar considerations apply to

any two successive terms since

(3.10) HirH2 + Hi'+1H2 = Hir[H2 + HjffJ.

In words, (3.10) tells us that the negative contribution toward the element of

(/ — Hi)~lH2 made by a product of the form

(fliWÏJw- (Hi)ir_llr(H2)irJ<0

is cancelled by adding a term of the type

(Ai)«, , (#i)»i»-j ••■ (Hi)iT_liriHi)irkiH2)kj > 0.

We note that this last term is needed nowhere else to overcome negative terms, a

fact which is of crucial importance to the proof. This is the reason for all of the

negative elements appearing in H2 . The hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 are all satis-

fied and we conclude that A is a monotone matrix. Since D 2: 0 then Ä = D~lA is

also monotone. For e, I as chosen above we can show by similar reasoning that

H2(I - Hi)'1 è 0. Since H2(I - Hi)'1 is similar to ( J - Hi)'1^ we see that they

have the same spectral radius p < 1. Hence [/ — H2il — i/i)-1]-1 exists and is

non-negative. The matrix / — H2il — Hi)~~ belongs to the more general class of

matrices called M-matrices which includes those of positive type as was pointed

out in Section 2.

Let the elements of the finite difference Green's function (Â-1 renormalized) be

g(p, q) defined by

-Ai,,vg(p, q) = h~28ip, q),        p £ Rh + C**

9ÍP, O) = Hp, q), p <E Ch
(3.11)

1,        V = Q
Sip, a) =

[0,        p*q,

where q € Rh + Ch + Ch . Poisson's formula (which is just a restatement of the

fact that Äx = y => x = Ä~ y) becomes

(3.12) Wip)=h2     Z      gip,q)[-àhW(q)]+   E 0(p,q)Wiq),

where Wip) is an arbitrary mesh function. We note that g(p, q) ^ 0 by Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. h2^2q<¡Rh gip, q) g d2/l6 where d is the diameter of the smallest cir-

cumscribed circle about R.

Proof. Let Wip) = of/16 — r2/4 — h2^2giRh+Ch" gip, q) where r is the distance

from the center of the circle to p. Clearly AW ^ 0 implies W 5: 0 and the conclu-

sion follows.

Lemma 3.3.

Z   g(p, q) s 2.

Proof. Let D be the diagonal matrix
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fl, « 6 Ch

(5..)"1 =  E (/ - #i).y = 4ê,      « e cA**

4e, a G Rh

so that

(3.13) E [Dil - Hi)]aJ- = 1.

Consider the factorization

(3.14) A = D~l[I - DH2iI - HiT'D-^Dil - Hi)

and let

77 = 7)i72(7 - Hi)~lD~l

so that

(3.15) .4_1 = [Dil - Hi)}-\I - H)-lD.

Xow

(3.16)

E íKp, q) = h~2 E (4_1£>)P?
se<v* «se»**

= I  E   {0(1 - Hi)]-\I - Hr'D],
9€<V*

We see from (3.13) that

1 = E E {[D(I - //i)nPy[D(/ - Hi)]jk
k        i

(3.17) _     .
= H\[DiI-Hl)T1}pi.

i

Hence

(3.18) E   9(p,q)S\{      max        E   [(/ -Hy'Dh,}.
Q<¡Ch" Penh+ch"+ch 96Cft*«

From (3.3) we see that

(3.19) 0 rg E <W = E [5-1(l - #)]*.
y ;'

Furthermore since H and (7 — i7i)-1i72 are similar we have p(H) = p[(I — Hi^Hi]

< 1. Hence (7 — 77) is nonsingular and (7 — 77 )~' ^ 0. We recall that

(3.20) daa = 2,   a € C***;       d«» =1,    «ÍC».

Now if c* £ Ck** and c € CÄ is such that ac.c ?¿ 0 then

(3.21) [772(7 - tfj)"1]^ è (772)c.c = i = §

since the negative terms in the expansion are cancelled out by the remaining terms.

In view of this we see that

(3.22) dc.c[772(7 - ffO""1]...^1).. ^ 2l = \.

Now by defining y such that
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1, a £ Rh + Ch    ,

(3.23) y. =
[0, a 6 Ch ,

we conclude, using (3.19) and (3.20), that

(3.24) \D~\I - H)y\c, ^ f.

Hence

1 ^ j[(7-77)-1o][D-1(7-77)2/]¡a

,,,-x >    E   [(7 - 7/)-1/5]a;[73-1(7 - 77)?y],
(3.Z5) J6C*"

HE   [(7 - 77)-l7J]aj-.

Finally upon substituting (3.25) into (3.18) we prove the lemma.

The following theorem which relates the discretization error to the local trunca-

tion error now follows immediately.

Theorem 3.1. Let e = u — v, where u, v are defined by (3.1) and (3.6) be the dis-

cretization error. If u has bounded sixth derivatives in R + C then e = 0(h).

Proof. Substituting e into (3.12) and noting that e = 0 on Ch we see that

\*ip)\   è   A2   E   g(P, q)  {max [ AhU - Aw |}

+ Ä2     E   g(P, q)  {max I AhU — Au\).
LiiCh" J   C'A**

(3.26)

Substituting (3.3), (3.5) into (3.26) and applying the result of Lemmas 3.2

and 3.3, yields the desired estimate. Here again as in [3] we note that the local

truncation error at points near the boundary is only O (A2). Having demonstrated

the ideas involved by considering for R a rectangle we now treat the problem for a

general region.

IV. The Dirichlet Problem for Poisson's Equation in a General Region, e =

O (A4). We again consider the problem (3.1) but for a region R with boundary C. A

square mesh with mesh size A is placed on R. We define three disjoint sets of mesh

points in R. Let C* be made up of those points in R each of which has at least

one of its four nearest neighbors lying in the complement of R. Let C** be the set

of mesh points in R with one or more neighbors in C*. Let Rh be the remaining

mesh points in R. We note that this implies that the four nearest neighbors of each

point in Rh are in Ch *, a fact of crucial importance in the development of the pre-

ceding section. Let the set of boundary crossings make up the set Ch ■

Define the operator A,, by (3.2) and (3.4) on the sets Ch** and Rh respectively.

If p = ix, y) € Ch then uxx and uvy are each approximated to within 0(A2) even

though this will usually involve the use of unbalanced four point formulas in each

case. For example if both ix — XA, y), (x, y — p.A) £ Ch with 0 < X, p ^ 1 near

the boundary (we assume that A is chosen so small compared to the radius of curva-

ture of C that at most two neighbors of p will belong to Ch) then we define
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(4.1)

Ax v(x, y) = K

Ayv(x, y) = h

Ljhdi V{X + 2h> V) + 2x+iX) v{x + h' v)

6
+

X(X + 1)(X + 2)
v(x - XA, y) - Í' j y(z, y)   ,

ß-—\ vix, y + 2A) + 2(2.~m) „(z, y + A)
.M + 2 p 4

6

/.(i* + 1)(p + 2)
.v.,   !   1"/„   i   ON v(x, y - ¡ih) - I- j vix, y)   .

Of course if (x — A, y) and (x + h,y) £ C then each reduces to a three point oper-

ator. The assumption that p has at most two neighbors outside of R may eliminate

from consideration certain regions having corners with acute angles.

We now define the operator Ah at the point p £ Ch* to be

(4.2) Ahvip) ^ Axvip) + Ayvip),

and note that the local truncation error is

(4.3) | AhUip) - Au(p)\   = 0(h2).

The finite difference analogue of (3.1) is given by

-AhV(p) = Sip),        pdRh + Ch** + Ch*,
(4.4)

V(p)=g(p),       piCh.

It is not clear that the inverse matrix (Green's function) for the total problem is

non-negative although it can be easily established as in [3] that the inverse matrix

exists. This question has been considered in [20] for an O (A4) analogue based on the

usual nine point approximation to A at points of Rh given in [3]. Such knowledge is

not required to establish the order of the discretization error as was pointed out in

[10, p. 288] and utilized in [3]. The same technique can be used here. We define an

interior finite difference Green's function g(p, q) as the solution of the following

problem for each value of the parameter q £ Rh + Ch** + C*

-^h,vg(p, q) = Sip, q)h~2,        p £ Rh + Ch**,

(4.5)
g(p, q) = Sip, q),        p G Ch .

We note that the considerations of the preceding section, while derived only for a

rectangle, are equally valid for a rectilinear region whose sides lie along mesh lines.

The mesh region Rh + Ch with boundary points Ch* are of the same type as would

arise in such a case. Hence the considerations of the preceding section apply di-

rectly to gip, q) as defined by (4.5) including its existence, non-negativity, and the

inequalities given in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.

The Poisson formula in this case is given by

(4.6) W(p) = A2     E      g(p,q)[-AhW(q)] +   E g(p,q)W(q),

where W(q) is any mesh function defined on the point set Rh + C** + C*.

Substituting the function W = 1 into (4.6) yields the relation
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(4.7) E g(P, q) = i.

We note further that if Ä is the matrix of the system (4.4) then for any i £ C* and

any function W which vanishes at points of C* we have the equation

E àijWj      E âijWj
(4.8) Wi = -2—-,y<

and hence by an easy calculation the inequality

(4.9) \Wi\^%\AhWi\ + \vnas.\Wj\.

The order of the discretization error is now given by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let u £ Ci(R) and V be the solutions of (3.1 ) and (4.4) respectively.

Then the discretization error e = u — V is 0(h).

Proof. Substituting e into (4.6) and using (4.9) we arrive at the inequality

dp) | s \h2 E g(p, g) max I Ahu(t) — Au(t)
igBA

(4.10)
+ h2\    E   gip, q)   max  | Ahuit) — Au( 0 1

+     E   ff(p, q) \{ t; max | Ahuit) - Aw(i) | + f max | e

Substituting (3.3), (3.5), (4.3), (4.7) and the results of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 yields

the desired result.

We comment at this point that another finite difference analogue for this prob-

lem which involves the 0(A4) operator for the point and its eight nearest neighbors

has been proposed by the authors in [3] and shown to have an 0(A ) discretization

error. Moreover the reduced matrix in that case is an M-matrix and hence certain

theorems can be applied there to show the convergence of various iterative methods,

cf. [20] and [22]. We note further, however, that the right hand side of the finite

difference equation is more complicated in the problem defined in that paper.

V. Dirichlet Problem for Laplace's Equation in a Rectangle, e = 0(A9). An-

other interesting application of this theory is the formulation of very high order

approximations to the solution of the Dirichlet problem for Poisson's equation in a

rectangle.

Since the nine point "box" approximation to A gives rise to a positive type

matrix and since the local truncation error in this case is O (A6), cf. Kantorovich

and Kryloff [13, p. 190] we can apply the technique of Gerschgorin and show that

the discretization error is 0(A6), as has been pointed out in various places [21], [23].

We shall formulate an 0(h ) finite difference analogue which is of nonpositive type

and apply Theorem 2.7 to show that the resulting matrix is monotone.

Again we consider the rectangle in Figure 1 with the sets Rh , C**, and Ch as

described there. We consider the problem
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Am = 0   in   R,
(5.1)

u = g   on  G

where u was chosen to be harmonic only as a matter of convenience. Let 0 be the

10

6 2 5

11    3      0 19

7 4 8

12

Figure 7

point in Figure 7 and we define Ah to be the usual nine point "box" operator there,

i.e.

(5.2) AhW0 m ¿(4 E TF¿ + E IF,- - 20 wX
6A2 (   i_i ¿=5 J

It is well known, cf. Kantorovich and Kryloff [13, p. 190], that for the harmonic

function u(x, y)

(5.3) Ahu - Am = AhU = 3-^ ^ + 0(0.

The A8 term contains the factor (d10u/dxw + d10u/dy10) which is zero for harmonic

functions. If (x, y) is a point of C** e.g. on the bottom, ix, A), and u £ C9(R) then

Hence at such a point we pose the following finite difference analogue whose local

truncation error is O(A')

(5.5) AhVix,h)=^%Lix,0).

The corresponding difference equation is prescribed at the remaining points of C**.

On the other hand we can define a thirteen point difference operator at points

of Rh whose local truncation error is 0(A10) in the following manner. Define the

operator Ah  at the point 0 of Figure 7 to be

(5.6) Ah*W0 = -Lj (4 E Wt + E Wi - 20 Wt

If it, v) represent the rotated coodinate system
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(5.7)

then the error is given by

Ah*u

(5.8)

1    , 1
X = V2^-V^V'

-^ ?T

Au
40Ab   du

3(7!) dtW

40A6    <38m

0(A10)

+ 0(A10).
3(7!) dz%4

We now define the operator Lh as the linear combination of Ah and Ah* which elimi-

nates the mixed derivative, i.e.

Lh W0 = \ [8A„ Wo Ah* W0]

(5.9) 1
64 E Wi + 12 E W< - Ë TF< - 300 IF,

84 A2

From (5.3) and (5.8) we see that

(5.10) Lhu - Au = Lhu = 0(A10).

We pose the following finite difference analogue of (5.1)

-LhV(p) =0,       p £ Rh,

-AhV(p) = 1(g),       p £ Ch**,

V(p) = g,       ptCh,

where lig) is the appropriate eighth tangential derivative of g. We see from (5.9)

that the matrix Ä of the system (5.11) is not of positive type. We shall now show

how Theorem 2.7 can be applied to prove that matrix Ä is monotone. As before we

normalize A through multiplication by a positive diagonal matrix D to yield A. The

patterns of A are given in Figure 8.

ch R,

i
20

20

20

20

I
300

"25

1±'73

I
2B

300

J6.
75

16
73

I
1S55

I
23

75

I
25

I
300

Figure 8
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.** H,

20

10

I
20

I
10

10

20

10

20

Figure 9

l
25

+

I
25

75

e
75

I
25

75

I
25

ch

10

10

10

Hr

i
300

_8_
75

I
300

_8_
75

75

I
300

8
75 300

Figure 10

We decompose A = 7 — Hi — H2 as required in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7

so that Hi and H2 are the matrices corresponding to the patterns in Figures 9 and

10 respectively. By the technique used in Section 3 we can establish the inequalities

(5.12)

(7 - HiTxH2 £ 0,

772(7 - Hi)'1 è 0.

Hence by Theorem 2.7, A and therefore also A are monotone.

To obtain estimates of the discretization error we once again define the finite

difference Green's function gip, q) by the equations

(5.13)

-  LhtPgip, q) = S(p, q)h~2,       p £ Rh

~Ah,Pg(p, q) = S(p, q)h~2,        p £ C*

gip, q) = s(p, q),     p £ Ch.

Since A is monotone we see that g(p,q) exists and is non-negative.

We have the Poisson formula
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W(p) = A2 E g(p, q)l-LhW(q)] + A2 E   ff(p, ?)[-A*T7(g)]
(514) 3eß» «ec***

+   E <Kp,ç)^(<?).

The inequality of Lemma 3.2 is again valid as is an inequality of the type given in

Lemma 3.3. The proofs in both cases follow in the same manner as those given in

Section 3 and hence are not reproduced here.

Finally we have the error estimate:

Theorem 5.1. Let e = u — V where u and V are defined by 5.1 and 5.11 respec-

tively. 7/m £ C12(R) then e = 0(A9).

The proof follows from (3.26) and the estimates on the local truncation errors

derived above.

We note in passing that in extending these results to Poisson's equation the right

hand sides of (5.11) will be a function H(Au) which involves Am and its derivatives

through order eight.

VI. Dirichlet Problem for an Elliptic Equation, e = 0(A2). We consider here

the problem

LU    =     — [UXX   +    Uxy   +   Uyy]    =   f LTlR,

(6.1) .
u = g        in G

where R is the rectangle of Section 3. The results of this section can be extended to

more general regions by the same technique used in Section 4. The choice of a

particular uniformly elliptic operator L is to a great extent arbitrary. Our choice is

used as an illustration in a discussion of the maximum principle in a paper by Diaz

and Roberts [9],

Define the sets Rh and C** for R as in Section 3. The "seemingly most natural"

0(A2) finite difference analogue to L at a point of Rh + C** involves the eight

nearest neighbors, cf. [10, p. 190]

-Lhv(x, y)

s hT2{v(x + h,y) + v(x — h, y) + v(x, y + A) + vix, y — h)

+ ï[v(x + h,y — h) — v(x — A, y + A) — v(x + A, y — A)

+ v(x — A, y - A)] — 4 v(x, y)}.

Clearly

(6.3) \LhU - Lu\   = 0(h2).

We define the finite difference problem

LhV(p) =f(p),       p£ Rh + Ch**,
(6.4)

V(p) = g(p),       peCh.

As was pointed out in [9] the matrix of the linear system (6.4) is not monotone.

This is easily seen by considering the square with one interior point (see Figure 11)

and the mesh function

(6.2)
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1 8    7

2 0    6

3 4    5

Figure 11

(6.5) V(p) =

Clearly

(6.6)
LhV(p) ^0,       p £ Rh + Ch**,

V(p) ^ 0,       p £ Ch ,

and yet V < 0 at the interior point.

A maximum principle is valid, however, for mesh functions which vanish on Ch ■

That is

LhV(p) ^ 0,       p £ Rh + Ch**,
(6.7)

V(p) =0,       p £ Ch ,

implies that

(6.8) V(p) ^ 0,       p £ Rh + Ch**.

Equivalently it is true that the finite difference Green's function for the reduced

problem, obtained by substituting the boundary values and solving the resulting

system, is non-negative. This function is given by

(6.9) Lh,pgip, q) = Sip, q)h~2,       p £ Rh + C**

where Lh at points of Ch now involves only points of Rh + Ch**. Poisson's formula

for an arbitrary mesh function V defined on Rh + Ch    is given by

(6.10) V(p)=h2     E      gip,q)[LhViq)\.

The existence and non-negativity of gip, q) will now be established using Theorem

2.7.

Let Ä be the matrix of the reduced system. Define A = DÄ where D is the diag-

onal matrix defined by

(6.11) I   -s  (h*\

so that A has a unit diagonal. We now write A as

(6.12) A = 7 - Hi - H2

where Hi and 772 are matrices corresponding to the patterns in Figure 12 at the

point (t, y) £ Rh and if (x, y) £ Ch   , for example, is a typical point on the bottom
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H2

Hi — ¡a        i tV

\       0       Ï 0 0 0

(£, V) (í, V)

< i        _ 1
16 * i 1!

Figure 12

#, Hi
_L i _L_

16 4 16

i        0        {- 0 0 0

(x, y) (x, y)

Figure 13

we have Figure 13. We note that the various hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 are satis-

fied. The verification of (7 — Hi^Hi S: 0 follows from the same argument used

in Section 3. Hence g(p, q) exists and g(p, q) ^ 0. A bound on h2Z,qiRh+ch**g(p, q)

is given by Lemma 3.2.

Let e = m — V as before. We see that the discretization error satisfies

(6.13) e(p)  = A2      E      g(p, q){Lhe(q)]
leRh+Ch"

and hence

,2

(6.14) I « I ^ TH     max    | Lhu(q) - Lu(q) \ = 0(A2).
lO iiRh+Ch"

We note that substituting V = 1 in (6.10) gives

(6.15) E g(p,q) s i
Q€Ch"

and hence the contribution of the Ch** points to the error are 0(A4) as we would

expect. If we were to replace the equations in (6.4) at corner points of C** by the

equations

(6.16) -AhVip) = 0

where Ah is defined by (3.2) then the above argument can be carried through di-

rectly for the matrix of the total problem. The local truncation error at these points

is 0(1) and in the light of the above remark we see that the discretization error is

still 0(A2).
If R were a general region then positive type approximations to L at points of

Ch* could be formulated with a local truncation error of O (A0) or 0(A) so that the

same argument can be used to establish the monoticity of the total matrix. Of

course we could formulate an 0(A ) finite difference analogue which gives rise to a

positive type matrix, cf. Bramble and Hubbard [5] and the references contained

therein.
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The examples given are meant to illustrate the use of Theorem 2.7 and are in

no sense exhaustive. A further interesting class of applications comes from the

second and third boundary value problems and will be reported separately in a

subsequent paper.
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